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WHAT YOU NEED

DOMAIN

HOSTING

CONTENT

Your domain is your
address online Your .co.uk or .com
or whatever you
choose. You only
ever really rent
domians so don't
forget to renew!

If your domain was
your phone number,
your hosting is your
network. It's where
your site actually
lives online, no
host, no site. SItes
like WIX do this for
you.

Your words, photos,
videos, designs etc
all make up your
content. It's worth
the time to plan
this out, keep
things on message
and easy understand.

PICK A PLATFORM

CUSTOM BUILD

DIY BUILDERS

CMS PLATFORMS

ECOMMERCE PLATFORMS

Build whatever you need
completely from scratch.
You're probably going to
need some help if you've
never done it before and
it might get expensive
but you can be super
specific.

DIY Builders like WIX or
Squarespace are easy to
use and quite cheap.
Pretty good for getting
the ball rolling but can
be a bit limiting further
down the road.

Content Management
Systems like WordPress
are great tools for
alomst everything but you
might need a helping had
every now and then. They
can be cheap to build but
need a bit of looking
after.

Platforms like Shopify
are great if you're just
trying to sell products.
They're easy to get up
and running, but like DIY
builders they can be
quite limiting as your
business grows.

CUSTOM BUILDS

Pros
Build anything you want
Scaleable
Get insanely specific

Cons
Expensive
Requires a specialist
Not always possible to self
maintain

DIY BUILDERS - WIX, SQUARESPACE ETC.
Pros
Easy to use
Hosted for you
Pre-built templates
Drag & drop
Great for portfolios

Cons
Ownership
Not great for SEO
Not very scalable
Not always good for selling

CMS PLATFORMS - WORDPRESS ETC.
Pros

Cons

Ideal for all aspects

Steeper learning curve

Lots of support

Requires a bit of
maintenance

Scaleable
Good for SEO

You might need help with
certain things

Affordable

Can get expensive

ECOMMERCE PLATFORMS - SHOPIFY ETC.

Pros
Perfect for selling

Cons

Pre-built templates

Not great for other content

Offline tools

Not great for SEO

Hosted for you

DESIGN & UX
UX is a really important thing to think
about. A bad experience on the website can
send a potential customer elsewhere.
Think about how your users are going to enter
your site, navigate it and get to a place
where they convert to a potential lead to
paying customer.
How much info does your customer need?
How much info do you need from them?
How many pages do they need to see?
How many clicks?
What do competitor sites look like?
What is your customers journey through
your website?
How do you get them to come back again?

LET'S MAP IT OUT!

VALUE ADDED RESOURCES

CONVERSION

NOW WHAT?

ENTRY POINT
Did they land on your
homepage or have you
created some custom
funnels? Did they
search you or follow a
social media link or
another referral?

So they're on your
site, now what?
Whatever they came here
for needs to be clear
and easy to find
otherwise they will
just leave.

They made it this far,
so lets get them on the
phone or get them to
buy a product or sign
up to a subscription.
This process needs to
be just as easy to
navigate.

Their experience with
your business shouldn't
end after a sale, there
are lots of ways to
keep that customer
engaed with your brand
online and make them a
returning customer.

WRITING CONTENT
Well written content is important. Innit.
Primary messages
Calls to action
Easy to read
Shareable
Always on message

HOW TO WRITE FOR WEB

1. BULLET POINTS
Get started with some
bullet points about
your services,what sets
you apart, your
experience etc.

2. CLEAR MESSAGES
You can then use your
bullet points to craft
clearer, more coherant
messages and statements
that can either be
taken further or used
as headlines or Calls
to Action.

3. INDEPTH COPY
Indepth copy is
important for the more
complex information,
but don't rely on it.
People are lazy and
won't read things if
they don't need to.
Don't waffle on!

4. CALLS TO ACTION
Buy Now, Book an
Appointment, Get a Free
Sample, Talk to Our
Team. Get people
motivated to make that
purchase, make that
call or subscribe.

A BIT ABOUT SEO
SEO is a pretty broad topic and really requires more technical knowhow
to make the most of,but the essence of it is quite easy to grasp and for
the most part people can get the basics sorted without spending a fortune.

CONTENT, KEYWORDS & LINKS

PERFORMANCE & OPTIMISATION

KEEPING THINGS FRESH

Your content and how it
relates to your content on
social media and other places
is one of the biggest
factors. Establishing
relevant links between your
site and others can be really
beneficial too but make sure
those links are relevant to
your content.

An easily forgotten factor
for SEO is how quickly your
site loads and how well it
works on mobile devices. Make
sure you keep your files
suitably sized and mobile
users in mind at all times,
these are hugely important
factors and can cost you
dearly if you forget them.

Maintaining a site over time
is pretty important. It's
good to look at the analytics
every now and then and tweak
things that aren't working so
well. It's good to update old
images and remove irrelevant
content too. Another useful
thing for websites is blogs
and news sections.

THE LEGAL STUFF
Privacy Policy
Terms of Use
Terms of Service
Refunds & Returns
Contact Information
Accessibility

CREATING UNIFIED
ONLINE PRESENCE
Everything that your business puts out online
needs to be connected.
You want to avoid any confusion for potential
customers and you want to capitalise on every
opportunity to advance your brand awareness
through your digital presence.
It's easy to focus on only one platform and
forget the others but keeping on top of all
of your platforms and channels doesn't need
to be hard and a bit of planning can go a
long way.

TIPS & TRICKS
Tools for writing content
Get free stock images
Cretaing a Colour Palette
Finding Fonts
Working with Google
Our favourite hosting service

Questions?

RESOURCES
There's a whole heap of resources
available on the Startup Club notes
page on our website www.snowdondigital.com/startupclub-notes
I also have some free follow up
consultations available there too
if you want advice about your
individual projects.

THAT'S IT!
THANK YOU

